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connected planet.
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t will be amazing.
rs, we’re excited!

The world is on the cusp of breakthroughs
made possible by innovation, urbanization,
and global connectivity. Realizing them
won’t be easy: 50 years in business give
us a healthy respect for the diﬃculties.
Yet our experience also speaks to design’s
power to clear away obstacles and produce
the game-changing solutions that society
depends on to make progress.

Healthcare and education are being reinvented. Wellness and resilience are getting
widespread attention, not least because
of the global threats posed by epidemics
and climate change. Urbanization is leading
to new city forms, denser yet more livable.

This year is significant because the world
is making a transition. Digital natives are
starting to emerge as the leaders who will
take us into the future. Their perspectives
on how to use technology and mobility will
redefine work and the workplace.

Art Gensler founded our firm 50 years ago
on the premise that great design drives
higher performance. Five decades on, we
take it as gospel. With 2015 shaping up to
be a watershed year for our clients, large
and small, design will matter even more.

At the Top of
the Agenda
Resilience is the design problem par
excellence. At every scale—from
coastlines and watersheds to regions,
cities, and towns—more is understood
today about the diﬀerent factors
that contribute to it.The challenges
ahead are complex, but it’s society’s
biggest opportunity—an urgent
set of problems that need holistic
design thinking, active management
and stewardship, and a willingness to
cooperate for the common good. If
we get it right, prosperity and a high
quality of life will follow. So we can’t

Building the Future
on Tech’s Big Bets
Technology’s potential to leapfrog
the past will be even more apparent
as big bets like self-driving cars
and digital wallets gain currency.
As technology raises the stakes,
businesses will race to exploit its
capacity to disrupt. They’ll do so
because consumers demand it and
firms fear competitors will get there
first. The human dimensions are
design’s territory—considering the
implications, looking beyond the
attraction of the shiny new thing, and
integrating tech’s capabilities to pay

The Workplace
Revolution 3.0

In 1900, Frederick Taylor applied factory
methods to oﬃces. Around 1990, the
first workplace revolution challenged
that vision. The second revolution took
it further, leveraging mobility. The third
will rethink the nature of work itself
as social media and business networks
mesh. How talent is supported, how
teams connect—these issues challenge
current work patterns and settings.
Trends like coworking speak to this, but
next-gen solutions will have to scale up.
ce real estate will be a more integral
part of mixed use as work’s links to place

RESILIENCE

TECHNOLOGY

WORKPLACE

ught leaders.

The world is embracing mixed use.
It takes two forms: high-density
urban districts that are transit-served
and alive with activities; and urban
centers outside the core with similar
characteristics, but at a lower density.
Both share an interest in urbanity th
reflects a hedge-your-bets desire for
the flexibility to rebalance over time.
Mixed use avoids the sameness of
all-at-once by orchestrating diﬀerenc
It stays fresh by curating the oﬀering
and 24/7 events. The goal is to attrac
the best tenants by creating amenity

Mixed Use
Takes Over

DEVELOPMENT
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out work’s preferred locations masks how both
couraging people to leave cars behind and walk or
in this shift, but the bigger issue is the need to mix
enhance their performance. Pairing work with
menity, and makes development easier to finance.

SETTINGS
THAT ENGAGE

of the world lives in urban areas.

54%

URBAN
DENSIFICATION

Approaching 78 million in the US
and soon to be the largest cohort in
India and China, Gen-Yers stand out
as the most urban, multicultural,
and transient of all generations. In
2015, they will become the majority
in the workforce.

YOUNG
WORKERS,
NEW VALUES

33 mins.

39 mins.

30

20.5 mil

NEW YORK
CITY

avg. commute time:

45

30

15

avg. commute time:

15mil

LOS
ANGELES

POPU

15

Gen-Yers are more likely to live in walkable areas, to re
means a shorter commute, and to use car-share option

TIED TO TRANSIT

45

tion and format, campuses
promote wellness, as well as
rate smart technology to
ase building performance.
often they’ll do more—adding
plementary, even community-

f “campus”

s

Developers are transforming
the commercial oﬃce building
model. They’re focused on their
tenants’ need to recruit a younger,
more creative and collaborative
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Commercia
Building De

sformation, yet 70 percent of
ge initiatives fail. But failure
an option, so a revolution in
ge management is unfolding.
new approach will use social
ia to get end-user feedback.

gement work

g
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Goals
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Expectations

OUR POINT OF VIEW

SHARE

Pilot Space

Behaviors
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REFINEMENT

After-Action
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OBSERVE
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Real Time
Voting
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Communications
Plan

Develop
Action Plan

CUSTOMIZED APPROACH

COLLABORATE

Chang
Prese

Change Leader
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Training

The energy industry understands
volatility. Energy firms navigate
the world’s markets, regulations,
and tax regimes. They contend
with mergers, acquisitions, and
spinoﬀs. Technology evolves and
so do they. In a volatile world,
agility is prized, so the future
energy workplace will be flexible,
adaptable, and fit to the purpose.
Intensively used, the workplace
embodies a no-waste ethic. So it’s
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e companies. Others identify
where the products are sold
the ambiance they suggest.
ding these touchstones can
elpful to people’s creativity,
ding them referenced in
orkplace isn’t unusual. That
ersive context cements an
tional tie with the brand and
ucts that promotes customer
athy and the innovations that
both relevant and fresh.

The mantra of real estate owners
and managers is market relevance.
That means active management
of the assets, investing to attract
the most desirable tenants and
support new cohorts of end users.
The Millennial generation and
its creative employers are looking
for the play of imagination
in the buildings they inhabit.
Both expect spaces that can be
reshaped on the fly to suit their

chang
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retho
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rd urban vertical campuses
tract talent. Tech is fixated
etrics, so it wants real-time
ing data. Tech disrupts, so it’s
tioning how buildings work.
means rethinking their
ormance and exploring
vations like untethered power.
is wide open to change,
’s prepared to support a
e of work styles that include
ing and thinking.

l estate

ork need
mic new
es.

e companies is their need
ign engineering and product
cation with each other and
broader business goals. This
elp them get to market faster
out compromising product

llaborative

In the US, government at every
level is looking for ways to
provide services at lower cost.
Following the lead of the federal
government, its regional and local
counterparts are implementing
new workplace standards,
integrating mobility strategies,
and streamlining their portfolios
by consolidating at a higher
workplace density. They’re also
reducing operating costs by

embra
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Doing more with less
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The media sector is in growth
mode as the hunger for digital
content surges. A proliferating
array of channels, venues, and
distributors makes the creation
cycle shorter and shorter. The
technology is getting smaller and
smarter, shifting the work itself
from the equipment-heavy context that’s still the sector’s image,
but this is a creative industry with
an attitude that’s true to studio

traditi
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Media
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Still a studio at heart
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inspire creativity. The need
ake protocols and policies
e transparent in finance is
ing US firms to embrace open
. With the right features, it
people “scan the room” and

ies

irms

firms
at a
al pace.

e a high priority, with greater
bility to accommodate headt shifts and evolving work
s cost-eﬀectively within the
e footprint. Coworking space
the horizon for professional
ices firms with creative sector
ts and a Millennial workforce.
orking can be a catalyst for
iring and supporting the kind
ontaneous interaction that
rates and speeds innovation.

future-proof

Martin Brattrud

o-markets for products, with
utsize influence on consumers
here. As such, they function
novation hubs. This is why
s are locating their innovation
where the action is, rather
closer to home. As the
rnet of Things gets traction,
ucts will be “in conversation”
other products and systems,
with companies that maintain,
ir, or replace them.

nnovation

HBF

Luxo

trends across sectors and borders.

reflects our knowledge of end-user

growing catalogue of products

perspective to product design. Our

a unique, experiential, user-based

work with manufacturers to bring

As strategists and designers, we

DESIGNING FOR THE END USER

HBF

Leland

Halcon

Datesweiser

Technology is transforming
the life sciences workplace in
significant ways. For example, it is
making lab spaces more modular
and flexible. Traditional labs are
being supplanted by technically
complex workspaces that support
the latest scientific advances.
This is freeing researchers to
form interdisciplinary teams and
collaborate synergistically with
diﬀerent types of scientists.
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A fast-evolving work
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nds on
anging
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ties as ecosystems

esign

the pace of change

A healthcare paradigm shift
p.48

Health &
Wellness
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ion outweighs innovation in the public’s mind. But
nsit led the way, reinventing terminals and stations
. Now, others are joining in, invoking change in
ive their missions and mandates new and potent
the ethos is strongly future-positive.

43%

35%

experience major holiday-style crowding 2.5 times the normal
passenger volume at least one day per week.

24 OF 30 BUSIEST US AIRPORTS

people worldwide move from rural
to urban areas every week. But
people are also leaving large cities
for a higher quality of life. Whether
large or small, sustainable cities
have the strongest Millennial draw.

1.0mil

LOOKING FOR QUALITY OF LIFE

JPN

EU

27%

4.

growth in
passenger tra
next 20

anticipated cost r
better healthcare

3

Next-generation aircraft provide
a growth opportunity for large,
non-hub airports to oﬀer direct
international service, city to city,
bypassing existing gateway hubs.
They will grow. So will the global
mega-hubs, competing head to
head as leisure destinations with
more than just great connections.
Airport terminals will start giving
less space to ticketing and more
to airside retail and dining. Their
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Airports take the nex
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For education and cultural
institutions, change is in the air.
The sector has its eyes open,
drawing inspiration from other
sources as it seeks to get greater
and better use of its real estate.
Looking beyond its core audience
is part of this. Education and
culture focus on learning as a
lifelong activity. Making learning
easier and faster-to-grasp leads
to buildings and settings that are

more
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ation is
riencing
hanges.

k-based wellness is moving
the healthcare space. There’s
a move to a consumer model
gives people more choices,
s at health holistically as
ention, not just treatment,
focuses on individuals. A step
er, personalized medicine
grates clinical innovations
tailored care delivery.
rise of specialty care facilities
cts this development.

m shift

As organizations move to the
Cloud and ordinary people make
smart devices integral to their
lives, data centers have to keep
pace. With modularity, data
centers can be up and running
faster, with less cost. Futureproofing is crucial, so flexibility is
essential. Changes in technology
mean that data centers are more
reliable and eﬃcient, and cheaper
and easier to fit with other uses.
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means that planning has to
ore holistic and more agile.
model for planning large-scale
lopment, the communities
e future, is the ecosystem.
re builds evolving wholes

ystems

sign

f vitality:
p.72
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Taking an experiential
approach p.68
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Urbanization drives
mixed use p.62
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our human reality going forward. Yet we’ve
ing the world with digital prompts. Every
content that’s curated, diverse, and social.
to the densest, tallest urban district, attract
u matter,” they seem to say. We like that.

of consumers would let their
buying behaviors be tracked,
if it led to relevant oﬀers. In the
trade-oﬀ of data for personalized
service, what counts is the social
network embraced by a brand,
and how the individual customers
are looped into it.

49%

Tech-savvy Latin
cellular subscripti

New cohorts of travelers—including the newly aﬄuent in China,
India, and Latin America—are prompting hotel brands to expand into
new regions and upgrade to meet rising expectations.

Given the social
connect with thei

SOCIAL

buy a spor
often beca
friends or
identify wi
so they do

40%

Sports brands sp
Engagement surv

PASSIO
IT’S ALL

HOSPITALITY REACHES OUT

people worldwide watch
e-sports every year.

70+mil

Online gaming is emerging as
a mega spectator sport, but
one that needs venues tailored
to the fans and players.

FROM SOLO TO SOCIAL

E-SPORTS
TAKE TO THE
REAL STAGE

think that brands truly
work at doing so.

46%

of Latin Americans polled
said that brands should help
improve people’s well-being.

ds converge, the browse/buy
tion is evolving. Shoppers
stores, then buy online,
ce versa. This and instant
ss to information are disrupyet centers’ conversion
s, sales, and revenues are
g. With less need to stock
handise, store formats will
maller, focusing on branding and catering to their
omer communities.

iation

d, retailers will find that “no
is an island.” Even the most
-based or curated backstreet
will be in conversation with
ider world. Retail is both
l and much broader. Word of
th, so important to sales, is
of the smartphone data that
s retailers the bigger picture.
me, that knowledge will
ape the stores around how
omers really browse and shop.

ess

uilt on
s-on
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While urbanization will take many
cities to higher densities, it will
also spur development of urban
centers across their regions.
Mixed use is emerging as the “new
normal” because it’s proving to be
a scalable solution to the need to
use land intelligently. It creates real
destinations that leverage transit,
encourage walking and biking, and
deliver urbanity and authenticity.
So look for developers to move
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Entertainment projects start with
a vision of the experience. Today,
if the experience can’t be shared
in real time, it didn’t happen.
Sending friends photos and clips
by phone reflects an active,
expanded kind of engagement.
The venues will be rethought
around it. The goal is to connect
with the audience before, during,
and after the event so people are
engaged and the ROI is higher.
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Entertainment has to
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While sports are often steeped in
tradition, how fans engage with
them constantly evolves. Meeting
these changing expectations is
the challenge sports venues
face. Beyond the game itself,
amenities in and around the
venues give fans a sustained and
individualized experience. Savvy
franchises are growing revenues
by tailoring their oﬀerings to the
convenience, comfort, and desires
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In today’s ultra-connected world,
everyone has a voice. Consumers
engage with brands on their own
terms. Word of mouth drives their
decisions. Gensler research shows
that engagement is fundamental
to the rest of the brand equation:
94 percent of the time, a favorite
brand will be recommended
to family and friends. But the
challenge for brands today is
to cut through the chatter of a
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People will pay more for an
experience. That’s increasingly
true today as aﬄuence is buoyed
by a rising global middle class. To
provide it, the hospitality sector
is working overtime to be informal
and welcoming. Where applicable,
hotels are integrating local culture
and inviting the community in.
See-and-be-seen lobbies mix work,
socializing, and relaxation. Travel
trends, like vacationing with the
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Xiamen Shimao
Strait Towers | 300 m
Xiamen, China

300 meters and taller

Four Seasons Mumbai
Residences | 209 m
Mumbai, India

200 meters and taller
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KAFD World
Trade Center | 303 m
Riyadh, Saudi Arabia

Burj Alshaya
Headquarters | 209 m
Kuwait City, Kuwait

The success of tall buildings will
be measured by how well they
attract and support tenants,
and how well they fit with and
enliven the city at their feet.
Tomorrow’s mixed-use towers
will anchor districts that are
diverse, walkable, and transitserved. Vertical communities
will find a new synergy with
activities on the ground, instead
of ignoring them. They will help

Engines of vitality: ve
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